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Government Spending and Interest Rates

Theoretical near-consensus: G shocks raise interest rates

I channel: gov’t uses resources, rates rise to clear markets

I crowds out investment, limiting economic stimulus

I widely taught; assumed in policy debates



Government Spending and Interest Rates: A Puzzle

Data: fail to show that government spending increases rates

Interest rates in U.S. and U.K. may fall in response to government
spending

I e.g., Barro (1984, 1987), Engen and Hubbard (2004)
Evans (1987), Fisher and Peters (2010), Ramey (2011)

Related empirical puzzle:
I Fiscal shocks are not associated with exchange rate appreciation

Ravn, Schmitt-Grohé, Uribe (2012); Corsetti, Meier, Müller (2012)
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This paper: New cross-country evidence

We document substantial heterogeneity in the response of interest
rates to government spending across OECD countries.

I government bond yields fall in over half of OECD countries

General Equilibrium models are generally unable to explain negative
interest rate responses to fiscal stimulus (IRRFs)

I Few theoretical explanations for heterogeneity in IRRFs
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Outline

Data and Cross-country variation in IRRFs

Theory of debt-burdened households:

I Government spending increases income for borrowers and relaxes credit
markets

I Borrowers are households with debt overhang:

Savings-constrained households due to minimum consumption levels

Empirical test using country-level data

I Examine whether the IRRF depends on theory-implied proxies for debt
burdens.

Evidence of debt-burdened households from microdata (PSID)
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Related Literature

Sources of heterogeneity in Marginal Propensities to Consume

Low-income households may have lower MPCs than high-income
households

I Misra and Surico (2014), Shapiro and Slemrod (2003)

Kaplan and Violante (2014) suggest due to liquidity-constrained rich.

Cross-country differences in effects of fiscal shocks

Ilzetzki, Mendoza, Vegh (2013); Corsetti, Meier, Müller (2012)

We examine differences in IRRFs rather than output multipliers

Exchange Rate Puzzle

Ravn, Schmitt-Grohé, Uribe (2012); Corsetti, Meier, Müller (2012)
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Related Literature

State-dependent fiscal effects

Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012); Bachmann and Sims (2012); Ramey
and Zubairy (2017); Demyanyk, Loutskina and Murphy (2016)



Interest Rates Responses to Fiscal Stimulus (IRRF)

Data

OECD countries

Quarterly data on government consumption, real GDP, and interest
rates

I focus on government bond yields when available

Data from OECD and Haver.

Data Table



Interest Rates Responses to Fiscal Stimulus (IRRF)

Identifying fiscal shocks

A0Xt =
4

∑
j=1

AjXt−j + εt ,

Xt = [Gt ,Yt , rt ]
′

εt =
[
νt , ε2t , ε3t

]′
Identifying assumption: government spending is predetermined
(within a quarter) with respect to other macro variables

Blanchard and Perotti (2002); Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012);
Ilzetzki, Mendoza, Vegh (2013)







Figure: Cum. 4 qtrs. effect of fiscal shocks on gov. yields OECD Countries



Model

Two agent types, two periods, endowment economy.

Non-rich p

measure π ∈ [1/2, 1)

per-period income yp = 1/ (2π)

Rich r

measure 1− π

per-period income y r = 1/ (2 (1− π))

Total income 1 = πyp + (1− π) y r

π governs inequality

measure of rich agents falls to 0 as π → 1
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Agent i ∈ {r , p} solves

max
c0,c1,b

{log (c0) + log (c1)} subject to

(i) : c0 + qb = y i + G

(ii) : c1 = y i (1− τ) + b

(iii) : c0 ≥ c

G ∈ [0, 1) is an exogenous wage from the government

τ is the marginal tax rate.

c is the minimum consumption level



Government budget constraint:

(1 + ω)G

q
= τ

To pay wages G , ωG must be redirected to unproductive activities.
I reduced-form for private sector output lost when agents work for the

government.



Equilibrium

Equilibrium consists of a bond price, agent consumption, and taxes such
that bond and goods markets clear and the government budget constraint
is satisfied.

With minimum consumption constraint binding for non-rich

q = 3− 4πc + (2π − 1− 3ω)G

Response of interest rate R = 1
q to G may be positive or negative

IRRF is strictly decreasing in inequality π

∂2R

∂G∂π
< 0.

Without minimum consumption constraint

q = 1−ωG
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Savings constraints and G in a Huggett (1993) Model

Large number of agents, t = 0, 1, ...

Individual endowment ys depends on the realization of an S state
Markov process with transition matrix Π = {πss ′}s,s ′∈S
agents can partially insure with bonds (a)

V (a, s) = max
c,a′
{u(c)− λ[c − c ]+ + β Es [V (a′, s ′)]} subject to

c + qa′ = ys(1− τ) + a+ G

a′ ≥ a.

Steady-state equilibrium:
I r = 1/q − 1 and wealth dist. constant over time
I Markets clear:

∫
aidi = 0

I Gov’t budget constraint holds: Gw (1 + ω) = τ
∫
y idi .











Cross-Country Evidence: Cross-section

Data on country-level determinants of the IRRF

Inequality:
I ratio of income of richest 10 percent to income of poorest 10 percent

(OECD)

Central Bank Independence
I Index from Dincer and Eichengreen (2014) available for only 14

countries
I Use inflation volatility as proxy (Alesina and Summers 1993)

Financial openness
I index from Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007): (financial assets plus

liabilities)/GDP

Output Multipliers (from VAR estimates)





Table: IRRF and Country Characteristics

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES Bond IRRF Bond IRRF Bond IRRF Bond IRRF

p9010 -0.18** -0.16** -0.15* -0.16*
(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.09)

St. Dev. Inflation 0.11 0.11 0.10
(0.10) (0.11) (0.10)

Financial Openness 0.02 0.03
(0.03) (0.03)

Fiscal Mult. 4 qtrs. -0.17
(0.22)

Constant 0.78* 0.54 0.41 0.51
(0.38) (0.37) (0.38) (0.44)

Observations 28 28 28 28
R-squared 0.12 0.17 0.20 0.22



Is Monetary Policy Responding to G?
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Is Monetary Policy Responding to G?

IRRF, VAR G Shock (U.S. 1983Q1-2007Q4), MW (2016)



Is Monetary Policy Responding to G?

Impulse Responses of Spreads (over the FFR target) to VAR Gov’t
Spending Shocks (1983Q1-2007Q4), MW (2016)



Cross-Country Evidence: Panel Data

Model prediction: The IRRF is falling in debt overhang

Use lagged country-level consumer credit (BIS) as a proxy for debt
overhang

Spreadit =αi + δt + γ0G shockit + γ2Creditit−1

+γ3G shockit · Creditit−1 + γXit−1 + εit .





Evidence from U.S. microdata

PSID

Biennial panel data

Data on consumption starting in 1999

Data on medical debt 2011, 2013



Table: Summary Statistics

N Mean

Households:

Has Expenditure Shock 7,475 0.9
Has Income Shock and Lagged Expenditure Shock 7,475 0.38

Households-time observations:

Has Expenditure Shock 59,800 0.17
Has Income Shock and Lagged Expenditure Shock 59,800 0.04

* Note: A household has high income ( expenditure) in periods in which
income ( expenditure) is over a standard deviation above average
income (health expenditure) for the household.



Dependent variable: Log consumption
VARIABLES (1) (2) (3)

All < Median Wealth > Median Wealth

High Income 0.275*** 0.313*** 0.235***
(0.007) (0.011) (0.010)

L1. High Consumption 0.0002 0.017 -0.017*
(0.008) (0.014) (0.009)

L2. High Consumption -0.121*** -0.108*** -0.134***
(0.009) (0.016) (0.010)

L1. High Cons · High Income -0.040*** -0.058** -0.022
(0.015) (0.023) (0.019)

L2. High Cons · High Income -0.019 -0.058** 0.021
(0.018) (0.026) (0.026)

Observations 44,850 22,428 22,422
R-squared 0.664 0.604 0.646

Indiv. and Time FE Yes Yes Yes

* Note: A household has high income (consumption) in periods in which income (con-
sumption) is over a standard deviation above average income (consumption) for the
household. All regressions control for household wealth, income, and the age of
the head of the household. Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the
household level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05.



Conclusion

New cross-country stylized fact: IRRF is negative in half of OECD
countries.

Theory
I IRRF depends on fraction of debt-burdened households.

F New explanation for heterogeneous MPCs.

Evidence of theory’s mechanisms
I Microdata: low-wealth households behave as predicted by model.
I Aggregate data: IRRF depends on inequality and consumer credit
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